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Abstract
Now that globalisation has become a key concept, it calls for a strict definition.
But too narrow a reading of such a definition can cause important trends to be
overlooked. By interpreting the notion of globalisation in a wider, though still
formal, way, this article aims at examining some aspects of global education
seldom discussed so far. In particular, it stresses the original and
leading part Asia can play in the process.
1.0 INTRODUCTION: TO A WIDER VIEW ON GLOBALISATION
Globalisation definitely is a growing concern, in Sarawak as anywhere
else. A visiting professor from the Division of Liberal Arts and International
Studies in Colorado School of Mines, recently gave a talk at the Sarawak
Timber Industry Development Corporation (STIDC) on 'Backlash to
Globalisation' (Pang 2000); last year the Australian Universities International
Alumni Convention (AUIAC 2000) chose globalisation as its theme.
Yet, the stress is mainly on economy and development. When it comes
to education, globalisation is invariably linked to Information Technology (see
Carnoy 1998, for instance). This is probably due to a strict reading of the
International Monetary Fund's definition, which poses globalisation as "the
growing economic interdependence of countries world wide through the
increasing volume and variety of cross-border transactions in goods and
services and of international capital flows, and also through the rapid and
widespread diffusion of technology" (IMF 1997. Emphases are ours.).
Still, the "interdependence of countries world wide" can also occur
through the increasing mobility of the workforce. This aspect has seldom been
stressed, though it is also suggested by the IMF definition. Thus, to examine it
in this article will not be just using globalisation as "a buzzword at present in
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vogue" (Sieh 2000); on the contrary, the aim is to show its importance, since it
has direct consequences on education, such as the university degrees format
and, arguably, the teaching practice itself, which both tend to become
standardised.
2.0 WHEN GLOBALISATION LOOKS LIKE AMERICANISATION
True enough, the standard will sometimes be just the generalisation of
the Anglo-American norm, even in education. For instance, the current
Doctorate, usually obtained four years after Master's degree, though it is now
taken for granted almost throughout the world, is typically Anglo-Saxon. Some
European countries like France have long been reluctant to implement it.
2.1 France & the implementation of the "new" doctorate
The French academic tradition used to offer two different doctorates to
the candidates. The first one was called the "3rd-Cycle Doctorate" (Doctorat de
jeme
 CyCie} an (j w a s j u s t the minimum qualification required to enter the
academic career at a university level. It was obtained three years after
passing a Master's degree. The second one, called "State Doctorate" {Doctorat
d'Etat), was the pride of the French educational system. Obtained ten years
after the 3rd-Cycle Doctorate, it was the crowning of an already
confirmed academic career and the pre-requisite to becoming a doctoral thesis
supervisor. '
The problem was that none of these French doctorates were recognised
in other countries. The 3rd-Cycle degree was of a lower standard than the
Anglo-American doctorate; and the State Doctorate looked far out of
proportion. By starting to implement the "new" doctorate (doctorat
nouveau regime) in 1988, France actually just re-formatted her top-degree to
the Anglo-Saxon norm in order to get it internationally recognised.
Now, the point is that the move leading to such a standardisation was
globalisation, in the sense of a "cross-border circulation" of the workforce. It
was to facilitate the employment of French doctors in foreign countries that the
degree had been thus modified. The reform was a conscious move in phase with
a general trend.
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2.2 SMART schools & the Western encyclopaedia
Yet americanisation is not always so obviously beneficial as an inter-
nationally recognised degree. Therefore, it is sometimes felt more like the
unavoidable negative side effect of development than like a truly welcome
norm.
For instance, one of the many impacts of globalisation in information
technology (IT) on education has been the implementation of SMART (Self-
Monitored Analysis & Reporting Technology) schools in Malaysia. No doubt
the vision about every pupil becoming proficient in IT is a rational one in the
21s* century since the "rapid and widespread diffusion of technology" is part of
the very definition of globalisation. And no doubt SMART schools are a firm
step towards IT proficiency.
Furthermore, every computer connected to a worldwide network is like
a gigantic encyclopedia on the shelf of every school child so that it facilitates
the acquisition of knowledge at large.
The problem is that the encyclopaedia available on the network is
dominantly Anglo-American. Globalised knowledge is then de facto
Westernised knowledge. And this is not willingly accepted by all countries,
who still do not see why they should either lower their ambitions on IT
proficiency or promote a form of acculturation.
Such a concern is so great that globalisation can sometimes be seen as
a threat.
3.0 ASIAN MODES OF GLOBALISATION
What matters here is to see that what looks like a one-way
globalisation, from the West towards Asia, is just a part of the picture. At least
in education, non-Western modes of globalisation exist too, and Asia in
particular still has a say in the process.
And yet, a pilot survey conducted on 158 teachers attending either the
Human Resource Planning course for their B.Sc. in TESL or the Human
Resource Development course for their M.Sc. in HRD in UNIMAS (survey yet
to be extended and integrated into a formal research programme) already shows
how little aware of the Asian potential Sarawakian professionals in education
seem to be.
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Yet, on the international scene, some specifically Asian teaching practices
also tend to become standard. If the world wide "circulating workforce" is to be
internationally efficient, their education must first be so.
3.1 Two models
Now, to say that the Western educational system is facing problems still
causes havoc in conferences, though the issue has been a major concern, not
only in France for the past 25 years, but to American educationalists too.
Until recently, the French dominant teaching practices have been
following an Ability Model (Roman & Tourchon 1999). This still seems to be
the case in the USA: "In American society, learning tends to be regarded as an
all-or-none process" (Stevenson & Stigler 1992, p. 102). It means that
learners who easily reproduce the one and only "good" pattern are seen as
"bright", while the others are oriented to other "tracks" where academic mat-
ters are not so stressed. In other words, Western countries assume that
individuals have, or do not have, the ability to learn academic subjects, and
therefore sort them "into classes for 'dummies' and classes for smart kids"
(Stevenson & Stigler 1992, p. 109).
In "particularist" cultures, on the contrary, "there are several
perspectives on reality" (Trompenaars 1993, p.27). There is therefore no one
"good" pattern in such cultures, but several acceptable ones. A learner then is
not classified as "bright" or "dumb": he is just either immediately approved or
encouraged to work harder. This Effort Model is the one China and Japan have
followed for centuries, according to Stevenson & Stigler as well as Fons
Trompenaars.
True enough, a distinction between models and cultures will lead
nowhere if one does not realise that Western countries are now all struggling to
shift to the Asian Effort model. It is this model which is recommended by
American educationalists like Stevenson & Stigler, or by businessmen
interested in the efficiency of their employees. And it is this model France has
been trying to implement for the past 25 years. Something like a
standardisation is in sight then: the educational system will sooner or later tend
to be the same in the USA and in France as it already is in China, Taiwan or
Japan. This means that an Asian educational system is in the process of being
"globalised". This "Asianisation" of Western education systems is worth
underlining!
Of course, to further substantiate the latter statement, it is now necessary to
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focus on a Western country to show in detail how hard and how persistently her
government has tried to shift the educational model.
3.2 France: a case study
The model-shifting is a long-term process because it means a change in
the culture of two continents. It is hard enough to modify an organisational
culture: no wonder it takes decades for countries to do so. But the very fact that
they try again and again shows that they see the issue as a major one:
something essential is obviously at stake.
3.2.1 The official line
In France, for instance, there was some unrest in secondary schools in
1975 because of the reform planned by the then Minister of National Education,
Mr. Rene Haby: he wanted to impose a unique curriculum for everyone
between Forms 1 and 4.
At that time, the Ability Model was so much taken for granted that
pupils and teachers alike demonstrated against this "concrete corridor", as one
opponent said, from which children could no longer escape. The anguished
recurrent question was: "How then about those who are not able to succeed in
academic pursuit?".
So Rene Haby resigned. But the reform process went on, though
slightly amended, and was even extended to Form 5 in the 1980's. Until Form
6 then, nearly everybody would study the same topics at the same speed. The
shift to the Effort Model was officially decreed.
But such a move has also become a paragon of miscommunication
between the government and its public servants, because until now the
rationale of the whole policy is still ignored by the vast majority of teachers,
and the implementation of the new practices is in quite messy a state.
To clarify the point, an example might be useful here.
3.2.2 Essay writing in an Ability-oriented culture
In France, the instructions from the Ministry of National Education are
unequivocal: from Form 1 to Form 4, an essay writing, or at least an essay-
writing exercise, is to be performed every fortnight.
Now, the common practice in such a class is this:
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At the beginning of the class, the teacher writes the topic on the black-
board, and lets the pupils deal with it, possibly giving guidance from time to
time. The following week, (s)he gives back the scripts adorned with a mark and
more or less detailed comments. During one hour, (s)he will underline a few
general points based on what has actually been produced by the learners... and
that is it.
No personal help is provided, no detailed explanation is ever supplied,
and the mark bluntly reflects the rating of learners as "able" or 'unable" to write
an essay, a verdict thoroughly transcribed on the term report.
This is obviously an Ability-oriented class. This is what the govern-
ment has grown weary about, but this is still the largely dominant way an essay-
writing session is conducted.
The same teacher will thoroughly evaluate his pupils' skills at the
beginning of Form 1 and of Form 5 through the Compulsory National
Assessment (Evaluations a I'entree en sixieme et en seconde)... but will make
nothing out of it.
Though the aim of the Assessment is to pinpoint a variety of skills,
some of which are mastered even by the "dumbest" learners, the teacher
assumes that pupils are not "able" to develop in secondary school a skill they
have not mastered in primary classes (nor "can" they develop in high-schools
what they have not "learned" in Forms 1 to 4). At least, the teacher would state
that the "system" does not allow him/her to find time to remedy the situation of
every child.
True enough, the official instructions suggest that the classes could be
divided into groups in order to perform the "remediation" on weaknesses
detected through the National Assessment. But to the teacher, it means splitting
the class into two halves, which would double the time required, a device the
headmaster is seldom ready to accept due to the lack of qualified staff.
3.2.3 Essay writing in an Effort-oriented culture
Yet, Chinese and Japanese teachers would interpret the French official
instructions rather differently. Using the Assessment, they are likely to detect
among children those who are allegedly not "able" to do well in essay writing,
those who are "able" to find ideas and arguments but "unable" to organise them,
those who are good at structuring and organising parts and paragraphs but
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misunderstand the subjects, those who understand but write with too many
spelling and grammatical mistakes, those who write well but cannot find ideas,
etc.
To divide the class into groups would therefore mean, to the Asian
teacher, to let four pupils, who are selected according to the skills they have
already mastered, and are encouraged to help one another to write a given essay.
Thus, the idea-finder would be supervised by the subject-understander who will
in turn be stimulated by the idea-finder; both will be directed by the paragraph-
structurer whose material they will help provide; the three of them will benefit
from their spelling-corrector who benefits from ideas and organisation; and so
on... Nobody loses, nobody is left behind, every group is "able" (enabled?) to
produce a legible essay.
This system bets on the universal ability for pupils to master the basic
academic skills with reasonable efforts and with appropriate guidance (even
from their peers, so that the "smart" learner does not lose his time). To be sure,
this would sound like a visionary pedagogical Utopia baked in the over-heated
mind of delirious educationists had it not been observed (Stevenson & Stigler's
team monitored schools throughout China, Taiwan and Japan over twenty
years!) in practice, and assessed as a preferable system by many Western
decision-makers. The rationale behind the French official instructions is clear-
ly to implement the group-based class as it is understood in the Far East, and
not as Western teachers see it, with a bulky six-weekly-hour twenty-pupil half-
class to handle twice a week!
3.2.4 Case study conclusion
Obviously, there is still a long way to go before French (and Western)
teachers become truly Effort-oriented, and even fully understand what it
implies. But this only confirms how alien such a model is to them, which in turn
proves that it did not originate in the West.
On the other hand, the drive for Western countries to adopt the Effort
Model is particularly strong. The successive governments in France (right-wing
from 1975 to 1981, socialist from 1981 to 1995, right-wing again since) all
persisted in trying to get the Effort-model adopted, no matter how high the costs
could be in terms of time and potential political unrest: 1975 anti-Haby protests
were followed in 1984 by private-schools defenders demonstrations, since
private schools were also seen as Effort-model-proof, not so bound to follow
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the State official instructions. In December 1986 university students were on
strike; in 1993 secondary and high-schools in their turn had been on strike for
a plain week, etc. To be prepared to question her own culture, her secular beliefs
and behaviours, a country must have high expectations about the improvement
the change will bring about.
This therefore is not a temporary outburst of reform fever. The future
of Western nations as a whole seems to be at stake there: the successful
globalised education will be Asian.
4.0 TRENDS IN MALAYSIA
It would therefore be a pity to see some Asian countries mistrust their
own educational culture and shift to the Ability Model. Missing a trend of
globalisation which they could initiate and inspire would be a sad paradox.
4.1 An alarming unawareness
Now, all the data collected so far about education in Malaysia seem
alarming.
If the tendency revealed by the pilot survey on teachers attending
UNIMAS graduate and post-graduate programmes is confirmed, it would mean
that even top-qualified teachers apply the Ability Model. 32% of our
respondents, for instance, are ready to lower their demand on "academic
excellence" and promote positive behaviour and extra-activities instead.
In a way, this is hardly surprising since the attitude towards the Effort
Model is ambiguous in Malaysia, even at the decision-making level. When the
Penang branch Secretary of the National Union of the Teaching Profession,
Abdul Karim Abdul Majid, observes that "academic excellence is the most
important thing in Malaysian education" (Kathirasen 1999, p.2), he should
rejoice because it is the very core of the Effort Model. Yet, he complains about
it. To him, this system lacks "fun", and ignores other positive points like
"honesty, politeness, tendency to help others, co-curricular achievements like
sports and handiwork", as Ahmad Farouk puts it (Kathirasen, ibid.). But "fun",
moral qualities and co-curricular activities are exactly what Ability-oriented
cultures reserve for their so-called "dummies"! To lower demands on
"academic excellence" has led to the current crisis in Western education. This
is certainly not the way to follow, when on the contrary, in Malaysia herself the
concern about academic excellence has produced positive results. Victoria
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Samuel, for instance, argues that "STPM produces well-rounded, dynamic and
mature students" (Samuel 1999, p. 13). The challenge to be urgently taken up is
rather to reinforce the Asian Effort Model, not to criticise academic excellence!
But the task will get harder and harder since the Ability Model is gaining
defenders every day, thanks to the theorists of "the many faces of intelligence"
who argue that people can be "word smart" or "number smart" or "music
smart" or "body smart", etc. (Rosniah 2000, p.5).
4.2 Hopes placed in Vision Schools
So, it seems that Asian countries will play a leading role in education
only if they do not look for solutions outside. The more original (and local) the
concept, the better it might work.
If globalisation also means a greater mobility of the workforce, more
and more workers of every status will have to apply their skills in various
geographical environments. It is for anticipating this, and to facilitate it, that the
European Union has abolished the use of passports for its citizens within its
own frontiers.
However, a greater mobility of the workforce will also imply a greater
adaptability to new environments. And adaptability means flexibility, a
capacity to tolerate different cultures, to see beyond one's own "race" or one's
own "ethnic group".
Needless to say that to overlook ethnicity, to ignore it, could lead to a
loss of control, when a self-assessed "disadvantaged" group seeks revenge
against a so-assumed "privileged" one. To protect ethnic "rights" is probably
the only way to prevent racial riots.
But to protect does not mean to isolate. Riots also originate in the
mutual ignorance of one another's culture, values, ways of life, and so on.
On this particular point either, Western countries have no ready-made
model to offer. Most of the time, the ethnicity over there is so minor a problem
that it can be solved by integration to a wide (and flexible) "culture", as it is in
France; otherwise, it is as big a problem as in multi-ethnic Asian countries, and
it has not been solved at all yet.
Anyway, to respect each other's culture means to meet each other to
learn and understand better. This is a challenge.
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Vision schools might be a step in the right direction. It is of course too early
to assess their social impact, and nitty-gritty practical questions are still jam-
ming the way (see Hanizah 2000). But what can already be asserted is that they
fit the trend of globalisation by encouraging people to share and participate in
i common project.
Moreover, nobody can deny that Vision schools do so in their own way. If
:hey succeed, they might even become a model. Nevertheless, they are a local
^South-East Asian) solution to a local problem with a global perspective. It is
by remaining Asian that Asian countries seem to be most creative, even in the
globalisation era.
5.0 CONCLUSION: ASIAN PERSPECTIVES
The point here has never been to deny that globalisation is, and will be,
largely of Western origin. Global economy in particular means, before all, fully
industrialised countries.
But it must be noticed and underlined that, in the field of education, anoth-
er globalisation is building up, which is not limited to applied technologies.
Educational globalisation also means standardisation and international
exchange, but Asian countries might take the leading role in it.
In any case, Chinese-Japanese primary and secondary schools should not
be shoulder-shrugged, and Malaysian Vision schools might ravel the very
essence of the future cultural globalisation. Something is brewed here that the
world might have to reckon with in the next decade.
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